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Global Economy
•
China’s slowing economy was a concern in the third quarter
•
The U.S. Federal Reserve did not hike rates in September as speculated; uncertainty remains if
they will act in 2015
•
Economic growth in developed Europe is positive, especially in the UK and Germany
Third quarter listed real estate returns were volatile, and bifurcated across regions
•
Asian listed real estate markets were down, in line with broader equity markets
•
European markets outperformed overall, led by Germany
•
The U.S. market was strong, most notably the Apartment and Self-Storage sectors
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Outlook
•
The low interest rate environment, improving employment growth, and limited new supply
support favorable real estate returns
•
Real estate fundamentals remain positive in the U.S. and Europe, despite recent events in Asia
and interest rate uncertainty
•
The improving U.S. economy still favors pro-cyclical sectors

Third Quarter 2015 Listed Real Estate Relative Performance
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U.S. housing starts recovering but still
below long-term average
(Monthly)
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August gains were revised downward, when an upward
revision had been expected. The weakness was broadbased across industries. Lower energy prices, a windfall
for consumers, has slowed growth in oil-producing
regions, and puts these areas at risk if prices fall further.
A government shutdown has been averted for now, but
a long-term agreement between policymakers is not
final and is causing uncertainty. The housing recovery is
helping to offset the global-related downturn.

2015-2019

China’s GDP grew at 6.9% year-over-year in the third
quarter, its slowest pace since 2009, and it looks like
the trend will remain below 7% into next year. In order
to boost the economy, the central government has
eased monetary and housing policy. Macro-economic
indicators have been weak, with manufacturing sectors
below expectation while services sectors held up. In Hong
Kong, the economy is showing signs of weakness due to
weaker tourism arrivals and retail sales. Visitor arrivals in
July were down 8.4% from prior year, while retail sales by
value were down 2.8%.
Australia’s economic growth remains sluggish as
commodity demand from China decelerates. Housing
construction remains the main economic driver during
this post-mining boom era.

Forecasts

Anticipation and uncertainty will remain in global
financial markets, through at least the end of 2015.
Anticipation, that the FOMC will raise the fed funds rate
in December or in the first quarter of 2016, after holding
back in September. Uncertainty, over global economic
events including those in China, an important export
partner with the U.S. and Europe.

Japan’s economic growth is expected to be weaker
than initially expected as July industrial output fell
unexpectedly and GDP is anticipated to have grown only
1.7% on an annualized basis. The inflation rate remains
near zero, mostly a function of falling energy prices, and
far below the BOJ’s 2.0% target. Both consumer spending
and business spending were lackluster during the
quarter, despite tight labor market conditions and strong
corporate earnings. Exports are also showing signs of
weakening, with news of a weakening Chinese economy
suggesting that the situation could worsen heading
towards year end. The BOJ may act to support economic
recovery with another monetary easing should these
trends persist in the fourth quarter.

The U.S. economic recovery was somewhat tempered
in the third quarter, as concerns grew about the global
economy, as well as the strong dollar slowing exports.
September U.S. payroll gains were weak, and July and

The Eurozone Economic Sentiment Indicator (ESI)
continues to trend upward, rising to 105.60 in September
from 104.10 in August. This is consistent with an economic
growth rate of approximately 0.4% over the prior quarter.

Source: CBRE-EA, June 30, 2015
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Global Sovereign 10-Year Bond Yields
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Although GREXIT anxiety has subsided for now, fallout
from the recent VW emissions scandal and the Syrian
refugee crisis may temporarily dent confidence in the
near term. Longer term concern is likely to center on
the impact of China and their currency depreciation
on European export competitiveness. The Eurozone
unemployment rate continues to gradually recover at
11% in August 2015, unchanged from July, but down
from 11.5% a year earlier. In contrast to the U.S., the
ECB has only begun its Quantitative Easing program.
An ultra-low interest rates climate thus looks likely to
prevail in Europe, supportive of real estate pricing.
While France is struggling with structural impediments
to growth, economic releases from Italy, Portugal,
Ireland, and above all Spain, have been beating
estimates. Even though the latest releases have
shown some weakness, many European PMI’s are at
expansionary levels and GDP growth momentum and
employment are increasing. Germany remains the
motor of economic growth, with manufacturing as well
as exports helped by a weaker Euro. At the same time,
German domestic consumption is strong, on the back of
real wage growth and historically low unemployment.
Real Estate Equity Markets
Overall market volatility continued in global financial
markets, due to concerns about China, a slowing
global economy, and interest rate uncertainty. Returns

were bifurcated across markets in the third quarter of
2015. Following broader equity markets, Asian REIT
markets were lower, while returns in the U.S. and Europe
were positive.
Asian listed securities were lower in the third quarter, in
line with broader equity markets. China’s third quarter
index values dropped 21.5%, while Hong Kong dropped
17.7%. The currency devaluation and slowing economy
sent negative signals to the market, increasing market
volatility. China’s Shanghai Composite was trading at
41% below its June peak as of September 30. The Hong
Kong residential market is beginning to show some
signs of weakness. The retail market has also been
lackluster due to weak retail sales numbers. High street
retail rents have been declining, while shopping mall
rents are generally expected to correct during the next
rental reversions. The office market is the bright spot in
Hong Kong real estate.
Australia REITs performed in line with the Asian Pacific
market but underperformed the global index in the
quarter. Depreciation of the Australian dollar was
the major driver of the underperformance. Although
economic growth is slowing, global investors are still
attracted to Australia’s bond-like commercial real estate.
Office fundamentals are stabilizing. Residential sales
are starting to cool as banks raise mortgage rates to
property investors.
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China’s Growth Continues to Slow

Third quarter U.S. REIT returns were strong, led by the
Self-Storage and Apartments sectors. Self-Storage
operators benefitted from a lack of new supply and
robust apartment demand. We are still optimistic that
growth will continue in the sector, because of limited
new supply, low cost of capital, and struggling noninstitutional operators. Apartment companies saw
strong net operating income growth in the quarter,
driven by solid performance from major west coast
markets. Demographics continue to be the key catalyst
for apartment demand. Starts continue to be at elevated
levels which may lead to supply issues starting in 2017.
The U.S. hotel sector was weak; the combination of
earnings disappointments and macro fears caused
nearly every stock in the lodging sector to underperform in the third quarter.
European Index returns in the third quarter
outperformed the global index. Germany was one of the
strongest performing countries, especially the German
residential sector. Vonovia SE (rebranded from Deutsche
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Annington) became the first real estate company to join
the DAX, Germany’s main equity index.
European retail sales remain resilient in the majority of
European markets, with reports that European prime High
Street shop rents grew approximately 3% in the second
quarter, reflecting upward pressure on rents in sought
after locations, as retailer competition intensifies. In the
office market, corporate sentiment remains restrained
across much of Europe, albeit London and regional UK
has been an exception to this trend with surging letting
activity over the past 12-18 months. On the supply side, a
lack of development means office vacancy has continued
to drift downwards in most locations, even in locations
with tepid demand. The European logistics market saw a
strong first half of the year, with take-up increasing 22%
on the five-year average and up 28% over the past year.
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Growing fears of decelerating global growth took
its toll on Japan’s equity market as the third quarter
progressed. Japan’s real estate stocks suffered a selloff, with developers faring worse than JREITs. With
real estate fundamentals improving, the sell-down of
Japanese real estate shares has put both developers and
JREIT valuations in attractive territory. Developers’ share
prices could remain volatile as long as markets remain
uncertain about the direction of global growth. JREIT
valuations have dropped to such levels that downside
risk may be fully priced in and upside potential is
interesting. Despite uninspiring macro-economic
signs, Japan’s real estate market is proving resilient and
improvements in all property types are being recorded.
The high occupancy rate in Tokyo’s office market is
resulting in solid rental rate adjustments in the low to
mid-teens range and this trend is expected to continue
as long as corporate profits remain healthy. Domestic
and foreign demand continues to significantly outpace
supply in Japan’s hotel sector during the summer
vacations months, pushing occupancy rates over 90%
and room rate increases between 10%-20% over prior
year levels.
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“

We expect conditions to remain in place

through 2015 and 2016 to support listed real estate:

“

a low interest rate environment, improving employment growth,
and limited new supply.
The shift to a multi-channel offer means retailers (and
their third party logistics partners) remain active, but a
strong increase in manufacturing take-up was also seen.
According to Real Estate Capital Analytics, investment into
European real estate totaled €65.5 billion in the second
quarter, up 16% over the prior year. Deal flow was up
50% in the UK, Spain and Italy, 15% in Germany, but down
50% in France. London continues to attract a considerable
weight of capital – of which around 60% is from overseas.
The combination of Europe’s ultra-low interest rate
environment and gradually improving economy and
occupier markets point towards the further tightening of
core European property yields over the next few years.

Market Outlook
Although recent events in Asia and interest rate
uncertainty continue to cause volatility in global financial
markets, real estate fundamentals remain positive in
Europe and the U.S. We expect conditions to remain
in place through 2015 and 2016 to support listed real
estate: a low interest rate environment, improving
employment growth, and limited new supply. Although
geo-political events can dampen the recovery, we remain
confident that our current portfolio positioning will
provide above average returns during this point in the
economic recovery.
U.S. real estate fundamentals are expected to remain
favorable. Accelerating job growth should offset supply
levels, which are rising but remain below historical
levels. We generally favor sectors with above average or
accelerating growth relative to valuation: Apartments,
Retail, Hotels, and Office.

Hong Kong and Singapore are open economies that are
dependent on global capital flow. The two economies
will benefit if the U.S. Federal Reserve holds interest rates
lower for longer. Hong Kong office demand should pick
up as financial companies expand in markets with limited
supply. Retail sales in both economies remain weak as
tourist arrivals stay sluggish.
Japan’s recovery is still not quite firm. Economic
indicators remain volatile, but with a slight positive bias.
Japan’s reforms and economic recovery should lead to
improvement in real estate, most notably the hotel sector.
Depreciation of the Japanese Yen supports inbound
tourist visit and spending, but the slow wage growth
still limits domestic spending. Australians expect the
new Prime Minister to boost the sluggish economy with
new policy. The RBA’s attempt to stimulate the economy
with low interest rates has had limited impact so far and
the unemployment rate remains elevated. The economy
continues to drag following the drop of mining capex
and decline in export value, without another industry to
take leadership to drive growth. In Australia, REITs with
offshore exposure should outperform.
To help stimulate domestic activity and push wage
growth higher, the European Central Bank will probably
have to extend its quantitative easing program beyond
September of next year to return inflation to target. The
UK economy remains the strongest in Europe, although
the momentum is decreasing. The strong occupation
cycle and a low interest rate environment are a catalyst for
strong underlying growth of the UK real estate companies,
particularly London. Also, European retail sales have been
surprisingly resilient, aided by improving employment
and lower oil prices. 
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